The N-Methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist dizocilpine inhibits associative antinociceptive tolerance to morphine in mice: relation with memory.
I and coauthor previously reported the memory facilitation effect of morphine. The main purpose of this study was to evaluate the involvement of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor in associative tolerance to morphine by a contextual procedure. Antinociceptive response latency was measured by the tail-pinch method during repeated morphine (5 mg/kg, s.c.) injection for four consecutive days with pretreatment by dizocilpine (0.01, 0.05, 0.1 mg/kg, i.p.) at 30 min prior to morphine injection in the training phase and before and after morphine injection in the test phase. The nociceptive response latency was shortened by the single administration of dizocilpine (0.05 to 0.25 mg/kg, i.p.). Pretreatment by dizocilpine at 0.05 or 0.1 mg/kg weakened the antinociception to morphine on Day 1, but decreased the tolerance throughout the training phase. In the test phase, the animals were allocated into the same and different contexts. In the test phase, hyperalgesia before morphine injection in the same context and antinociception after morphine injection in the different context were evident in the saline-pretreated group in the training phase, but they were not observed in those contexts in the dizocilpine-pretreated groups. These results suggest that memory dysfunction with dizocilpine inhibits the recovery of associative tolerance to morphine by contextual change.